
Under the web-address https://www.process-informatik.de are product specific
documentations or software-driver/-tools available to download.

If you have questions or suggestions about the product, please don’t hesitate to contact us.

Process-Informatik Entwicklungsgesellschaft mbH
Im Gewerbegebiet 1

DE-73116 Wäschenbeuren
+49 (0) 7172-92666-0

info@process-informatik.de
https://www.process-informatik.de
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QR-Code Website:Menutree Website:
+ Products / docu / downloads

+ Hardware
+ PD-interface-multiplexer

+ T-Connector to PPI/MPI-Bus

Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



LOGO! - not just a small controller

For many PLC programmers and PLC users, the LOGO! a "toy", but that's not the case.
 The LOGO! is a small-control that also finds its use. With the tools and hardware devices
around the LOGO!-PLC, the user can process information in and from the LOGO! PLC.
 Regardless of whether current-/voltage-values are stored in the LOGO! is to be
processed, the LOGO! sent E-mail-messages, here the user will find many products
related to LOGO!.

BOSCH-CL <=> S7-TCPIP

Bring your BOSCH-CL control CL200 - CL400 into the network
 Link the PLC with your production-data-acquisition or other Industry 4.0-applications
 Communicate with the controller as if you were talking to an S7-PLC, but the data comes
from the CL-PLC
 Networking CL-controllers without much effort (set the IP-address to match your subnet
in the module, nothing more)



Access to MPI/Profibus without power supply

Your're right in the middle of your production line and are standing in front of a passive
assembly just like a switcher or a ET200, in that case you won't be able to go Online
without an external power supply of your programming adapter, unless you're using the
S7USB. This module is supplied completely from the USB-interface.

Free definable limits

You need some limits? No problem, with the OSC-II-devices you will be able to define 3
relay outputs (toggle switch) like UG (down level) or OG (top level) or as a ready-flag
(internal probe has working temperature).



Direct printing from the PLC via dig. I/O

You need production data, circulation lists of your PLC's, but don't want to use a CP or
don't get a serial printer anymore? No problem, you need 8 digital outputs and 3 digital
inputs of the PLC, and if you connect the PG-Print at it you can generate these lists with a
EPSON- or HP-compatible parallel printer.

Logging and analysis of communication data

You want check,why your application cant communicate with the PLC or why after some
time past the communication will be broken? No problem, integrate the
PG-FOX-hardware in this communication way and log through the PG-FOX-software on
an PC the sended data in the exact time. So, you can later check the date and find a
solution of the problem.


